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ABSTRACT

This study explores the current state of innovation and high-tech entrepreneurial initiatives in Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs). Previous research showed that institutions’ environment, faculty empowerment, organizational trust, early stage capital, innovation centers and innovative teaching practice had a major effect to support innovation and foster tech-entrepreneurship. We present our conceptual model. The final section explains the current state of research and implications for future research are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically Black Colleges and Universities are institutions that were established before 1964 expressly to educate African-Americans [19]. Though the advertised reason for the existence of the HBCUs is to enable African American students to experience greater success, Lee and Jang argue that HBCUs were originally created to deter attendance of African Americans at White colleges and universities. Despite the suppressive intentions behind this humble beginning, HBCUs have endured severe adverse conditions and showed the perseverance to develop into an imperative institution in the mosaic of U.S. higher education [25]. Currently, there are 105 HBCUs located in 20 states, District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands that serve more than 300,000 undergraduate and graduate students [27].

Prior research shows that continuous innovation and development of capable and creative workforces contributes to nation’s prosperity. Knowledge and learning is core to the innovation process [2]. Research and development universities are a key component of innovation for any country [2]. Research universities in particular contribute significantly to the development of indigenous technological innovation [2]. Over half of the US economic growth comes from science and technological innovation [2]. University led innovation is a major innovation pipeline for the country [14]. Universities are one among those few places where game-changing- disruptive and radical innovation takes place. Despite university research activity being a foundation for many of the most important technological advancement in the U.S., many ideas are left unexplored on the universities laboratory’s shelves today [14]. Therefore, there exists a tremendous opportunity for the economic and social impact yet to be made through the universities led innovation activities [14].

One of those universities though, which have not received a significant attention in the field of high-tech innovation are HBCUs. In spite of the fact that the HBCUs fuel a disproportionately large number of African American science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) brain power for the country, HBCU’s have not been able to focus on innovation [15]. Research on HBCU’s has suggested that new visions and innovation are prerequisite for the survival of these institutions [8][11]. However, Innovation has not been a significant focus of research at HBCUs [18].

There are 43.9 million African-Americans in the U.S. making up 13.6% of the total U.S. population [36].
However, only 1 percent of the venture capital-backed founders in the U.S. are African American. The black tech employees’ percentage in Silicon Valley decreased from 2.8 percent to 2.3 percent [17]. Black Entertainment Television (BET) explicitly reports that Black consumers are very tech-savvy and tech-related goods comprise the majority of their purchases [22]. African American students are less likely to graduate from college than their White peers; national graduation rate of African American students are 20% lower than White students [5]. At the same time, there has been a continuous decrement in the number of computer science graduates from HBCUs [28]. HBCUs’ greatest decline in the percentage of graduates lies in the field of computer science when compared to non-HBCUs [28].

This paper explores the potential role of HBCU campuses as innovation catalysts for Black entrepreneurs and relates that to tech-innovators.

The paper begins by reviewing the relevant literature in the area of innovation. We then present our conceptual model. The final section explains the current state of research and implications of our preliminary conclusions.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Literature review provides the background to the issues and factors surrounding tech-innovation in universities and the current status of innovation in HBCU campuses

Innovation Defined

Prior research has not reached a consensus when it comes to defining innovation [12]. Different organizations define innovation differently and the way organizations define innovation affects the way organization operates [12].

While many definitions of innovation stress the economic value, most agree that innovation relates to novelty and newness [12]. Zaltman et al. [38] defined innovation from the process of adoption’s viewpoint; they stated innovation as a new idea perceived to be new by pertinent adoption groups. Nohria and Gulati [26] emphasize the internal processes and structure in their version of the definition of innovation. The European Commission Green paper [7] on innovation perceives innovation from macro landscape bringing up the newness in social and economic spheres. While most agree that innovation relates to newness and novelty, Rogers [30] addresses the diffusion of existing knowledge as an important notion in innovation. Rogers [30] supports his notion of diffusion of existing knowledge as innovative behavior by reflecting on the technology transfer between companies and market spin-offs.

For the purpose of this paper, while agreeing to Roger’s [31] definition of innovation involving both, the creation of new knowledge and the diffusion of existing knowledge, we add Nohria and Gulati’s [26] notion that innovation can happen from internal processes level to the diffusion level and should play a major role in contributing to a company bottom-line [12].

High-Tech Innovation

Technology is defined as a tool to convert inputs into a product or a tool to attain goals [1]. Aleixo and Tenera [1] define technology as a complete package of hardware, software, brainware and technology support. Organization for economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) statistics [39] defines technology innovation to include new products and processes, and significant technological changes of products and processes. Technology innovation is further divided into (regular) tech-innovation and high-tech innovation [1].

High technology is a technology core that changes the structure and organization of the technology support net [1]. Technology support net is the most important part of technology among the four components of the technology package defined by Aleixo & Tenera [1]. Technology support net is a network of physical, informational and socioeconomic relationships that enable the proper use and functioning of a given
There is a fine line of distinction between the high technology (High-tech) and the (regular) technology. The regular technology core changes the efficiency of the flow of the technology support net, whereas, the high-tech changes the structure and organization of the technology support net [1].

High-tech innovations, among many other types of innovation, with great commercial value have become one of the driving forces for global welfare [30]. Minola and Giorgino [23] state that new technology firms are the major prospect for a nation to gain the competitive edge, increase employment opportunities, and develop the nation’s economy via commercial success as these new technology-based firms continue to become a major source of radical innovation. Commercial success of the innovation is measured by various financial tools such as return on sales ratio, return on investment ratio and others [30]. Researchers have cited that education and training is an important source for innovation and that the education and training contributes to speeding up the technology transfer process of converting the results of research into marketable products and services [32].

University Led High-Tech Innovation

Previous research has continuously stated that universities have unique strength and agreed that they play an important role in the process of innovation [2][13]. With the explosive growth of high-tech products and emerging companies within the high-tech industry, universities are increasingly becoming more important players in the process of innovation, invention and commercialization [16]. As mentioned by Luger and Goldstein [21], Universities have unique advantages that include:

  a) Concentration of technical knowledge and expertise
  b) Scientific and nonpartisan nature making universities credible
  c) Inexpensive pool of talent

Leveraging the benefits above, researchers have claimed that many universities today have dramatically raised entrepreneurial activity in the form of patenting, licensing, joint research activities and creating spin-off companies [34]. Research has shown that scholarly interest in academic entrepreneurship directly corresponds with the entrepreneurship activities in universities [34]. More specifically, St. Clair [35] has found that business majors, particularly in the university system, have a desire to gain more knowledge on what it takes to get their own innovative ideas to the next level. He also states that one of the main reasons students decide to major in business is to be able to promote innovative ideas and form their own business model around those concepts. The ultimate goal is to be the business leaders of the future [35]. If students cannot receive the knowledge needed to be entrepreneurial while in college, they are less likely to receive the information in such a structured format elsewhere. St. Clair [35] further states that business schools currently offer different courses on the techniques and theories of innovation and organizational change, but they do not commonly relate it to how one can pursue their own ideas effectively.

HBCUs and High-Tech Innovation

When it comes to innovation in the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), research shows that innovation has not been a significant focus [19].

The US government designated the name HBCU in 1965 to classify and support 100 schools in the U.S. [9]. HBCUs make up 3 percent of all higher education institutions enrolling about 14% of African American undergraduate students throughout the nation. Despite enrolling just 14% percent, only 28% of all African American students complete their studies [4][10]. There is a significant amount of research being done to bring forward various issues of HBCUs and their importance. Most research agrees that HBCUs play an important role to train black professionals. Over 50% of all black professionals come from HBCU’s [18]. Moreover, 9 out of 10 top college producers of successful black PhD applicants are HBCU’s [18]. HBCUs are especially known for preparing African-Americans to enter math and science oriented fields and 50% of all African-American engineers are graduates of HBCU’s [18].
Scholars have stated that the place-based knowledge contributes significantly to the overall structure of an effective innovation system, which then adds to the case that universities play an essential role to facilitate the intersection of ideas [2]. Based on Allison & Eversole’s [2] discussion about the implication of the university’s place-based knowledge system and HBCU’s unique offerings to African-Americans, we observe that HBCU campuses like other knowledge institutions can be seen as critical instrument for innovation and development of black professionals.

Support for Innovation

Lee and Jang [19] conducted a study to explore the support for innovation in HBCUs. They examined the HBCUs’ disposition towards change, empowerment, overall state of the organizational trust, and the state of conflict and support for innovation. They used a theoretical model to explain the current state of innovation and the support for innovation. In their model, the dependent variable was the support for innovation, intervening variables included disposition toward change, empowerment, and organizational trust, while the independent variables included organizational conflict and demographic variables. They targeted about 103 HBCU’s and the model resulted in six hypotheses that were tested via factor analysis, multiple regression and structural equation modeling. They concluded that HBCU’s have low organizational trust and support for innovation and need to empower their faculty to support innovation. Additionally, they found that there is high level of interpersonal conflict between faculty and administrators, which explains the lower level of support for innovation. They also found that negative factors such as low salary, heavy teaching loads, vertical leadership, financial instability, leadership challenges and other organizational policies and structure have been hindering HBCU’s ability to innovate. So when it comes to higher education, Lee and Jang have established that faculty members are key individuals in innovation and innovation related processes. Which then lead them to presume that the innovative capacity of an organization relies heavily upon the faculty members’ perceptions of innovation. Our conceptual model for this study is a modified version of Lee and Jang’s model.

In addition to organizational trust and the role of faculty in innovation, studies have shown that early stage capital and availability of programs to enable university innovators, entrepreneurs, and investors to connect with each other is important [14]. Furthermore, young and innovative business organizations, such as tech-startups, require adequate context and efficient and effective tools to survive and develop [23]. Eckert [6] also emphasized that key stakeholders of an organization must work together to exploit an industry’s ability to achieve innovation, both for new and existing technologies. Minola and Giorgino [23] added that globalization, technological evolution, growing complexity of market, dynamic and turbulent market with foreign competition were some of the challenges of today’s economy for the technology companies and therefore, these technology- based companies will require a greater flexibility and courage along with efficient and effective tools to compete effectively.

Lieberson and Mikelson [20] made a strong point that new ideas are embedded in the existing thought structure of a society. They [20] also stated that institutional forces such as organizational structure, patronage and critics affect the innovation process. When it comes to HBCUs, these institutions have constantly faced challenges in their organizational structure and other institutional forces including leadership, low retention rates of students and financial instability [11]. The fact that 12 HBCUs have closed in the past 20 years shows HBCUs’ current downfall [37]. Prior research shows that organization members’ openness and support for innovation significantly mediates organizations’ ability to innovate [3]. Researchers have explicitly summarized that the more an organization member believes in their organization’s support for innovation, the more innovative they tend to be [33].

MIT, UCSD and USC innovation hub

The case studies below cover a wide array of the university led high-tech entrepreneurship initiatives at PWIs and HBCUs in the United States.

Incubators, in entrepreneurship, are entities sponsored and run by private companies, universities, public institutions or a mix of these bodies to help young and promising small businesses grow and succeed
National Business Incubation Association (NBIA) supports business incubation programs to its 1,900 members in over 60 countries. There are approximately 900 business incubators in the United States.

Not all business incubators are alike; they differ in size, specialization area, location, growth stage as well as other criteria [40]. Some incubators are heavily funded and some lack in capital. Companies spend an average of two years at an incubator before they graduate and run their businesses on their own. During their stay at an incubator, companies share telephone, secretarial support, office equipment, and other operational and production overheads [40].

Holly [14] pinpointed universities that received assistance through a major gift or local funding that went to create innovation centers with great success stories. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s (MIT) Despande Center for Technological Innovation and University of California at San Diego’s (UCSD) von Liebig Center with less than a $10 million dollar university investment have contributed to advance 26 startups that went to raise a total of $160 million in outside investments [14].

The MIT Despande Center for Technological Innovation created in 2002 has provided a total of $13,000,000 in grants alone to 100 MIT research projects since its inception. The center recently announced in October 2013 that it is awarding $949,764 in grants to 12 MIT early-stage technologies research teams. These projects carry potential to make significant impact in the field of cancer treatment, disease monitoring, nano electronics and other high-tech projects.

Holly also related MIT and UCSD stories to University of Southern California’s (USC) Stevens Institute for innovation, which is a 2-year-old innovation center with a $22 million gift investment. Holly [14] mentioned how the funding has been used to reengineer business development, traditional technology transfer and has been utilized to support student innovators to create a university-wide culture of innovation.

Comparing PWIs’ and HBCUs’ innovation initiatives in Florida

Floridians schools, mostly Predominantly White Institutions, have also embraced innovation as a critical component to university education. University of Florida (UF), University of Central Florida (UCF), and Florida State University have tapped-in to create a University innovation center to promote entrepreneurship and innovation in college campuses. University of Florida’s Innovation Hub has contributed to create 250 jobs in just 20 months of its launch [24]. With $8.2 million grant from U.S Economic Development Administration and a $5 million dollar contribution from UF, the incubator is located very close to the college campus [24]. UCF also has an outstanding incubation program with 8 incubators at and around the central Florida area. Since its inception in the October of 1999, the UCF business incubation program has assisted to sustain over 3,300 jobs with an average salary of $67,000 helping companies to create a regional output of more than $620 million. Meanwhile, the Floridians HBCUs have entirely different story to share.

There are four HBCU’s -- Bethune-Cookman University (BCU), Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University (FAMU), Florida Memorial University and Edward Waters College -- in the state of Florida. All four institutions, including FAMU – largest HBCU in the United States and a public institution with over 12,000 students do not have an innovation center or an incubation program. All four institutions, however, have signed an agreement with Small Business Administration (SBA).FAMU, in particular, have a partnership program with SBA and in-house SBDC program that allows many features of an incubator.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Questions

This study seeks to research the following questions.
1. Why is the African-American community not producing a significant number of tech-entrepreneurs?
2. Does the lack of resources, the absence of empowerment, resistance to change and organizational trust on HBCU campuses contribute to the scarcity of tech-entrepreneurship pursued on Black campuses?
3. Do demographic variables that include age, gender, race and education have a direct effect on support for innovation on HBCU campuses?
4. Does the level of intrapersonal conflict between faculty and administrators have a direct effect on the support for innovation on HBCU campuses?

We adopted a modified version of Lee and Jang [19] analytical model. Our conceptual model (Figure 1) integrates resistance to change, organizational trust, empowerment and lack of resources. The independent variables are conflict between faculty and administrators, academic environment, distribution of funding, priorities of education and demographics such as age, race, gender, and education.

![Figure 1: Conceptual Model]
Hypothesis

H1: Resistance to change, organizational trust, faculty empowerment and lack of resources are directly related to the discouragement and hindrances of high tech-entrepreneurship ambitions and high-tech innovation on HBCU campuses.

We will adopt a survey methodology and will use a questionnaire based data collection technique. The theoretical constructs will be operationalized and measured using items derived from Lee and Jang’s validated surveys [19].

The population that is of interest for this study will include 200 students and faculty from a historically black university. Partial least squares using Smart PLS will be used to analyze the data and test the hypothesis in a future study.

CONCLUSIONS

There exist major challenges, on top of the regular constraints, for a young African American student to pursue a college degree, let alone an entrepreneurial career. However, pursuing an entrepreneurial venture might be a method to circumvent the deficient background and innovation might be the key to success. As stated by Ozgen and Minsky [29] opportunity recognition is a crucial step in the entrepreneurial process and the fact that there is a huge gap between the African American Tech consumers and Tech producers might be the window of opportunity for young African American Entrepreneurs.

This is a research in progress. To complete our analysis, a Partial Least Squares and structural equation modeling (SEM) tool (Smart-PLS 2.0 M3) will be used. SEM permits a simultaneous assessment of the structural component (path model) and measurement component (factor model) in the one model. Similar to LISREL and associated structural equation approaches, PLS presents the benefit of permitting the complete research model to be tested just once.

The results of this study should provide useful guidelines, motivation and framework for HBCU leaders to pilot an incubation program and promote innovation. Second, based on findings of this research, we believe that exploration of the ways to develop an entrepreneurial environment in HBCU campuses and discovery of an ideal innovation center model for HBCUs is a worthwhile extension of this research and will spur innovation at HBCU campuses.
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